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1. Why is this subject important?
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Experience of the past,
Improvement for future,
Listen to our member countries (evaluation),
Our mission: To give the young riders a great week!
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2. Youth Cup concept
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What is the Youth Cup?
Why is it important to have good team leaders?
Languages is super important!!
Our mission: To give the young riders a great week!
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3.1 Role team leaders
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1. Is a responsible, mature person and at least 21 years old.
2. Daily meetings with the YC and TL and also in the end for summary.
Important to be on every meeting.
3. Create a good team spirit; be together, talk English and get a team
name together with the team.
4. TL is responsible for the riders from breakfast to end of training, and
he/she have to let Country Leaders know if some riders don’t
corporate.
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3.2 Role team leaders
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5. Makes sure that the riders are on time for their trainings.
6. Helps the team members also with language.
7. Is responsible for the competition application forms of the riders and takes the
dressage/show programs etc.
8. Responsible for filling out free choice of training onTuesday.
9. Has fun with his/her team!
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4. Role of the head team leader
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1. Prepares the daily team leaders meetings with all the information for the
TL’s,
2. Answers to all questions arising from the TL’s.
3. Knows and explains the FEIF Guidelines.
4. Responsible for creating a good TL spirit
5. Responsible for handing out paper work like: free choice papers, application
forms, takes the dressage and show programs etc.
6. Puts together the training schedule for free training in cooperation with the
trainers.
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5. Your input to improve the quality of team leaders
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¾What is your opinion about the role and responsibility of the team leaders?

¾How can we improve the quality of the TL??
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6. Questions
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Thank you for your attention and input!

!!!!Take this presentation home and give it to your potential team leaders!!!!
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